Stanford’s Drupal Themes Info Sheet

Note: The Stanford Drupal 7 theme stack is based on Bootstrap 2.3.2

Grid

- 1200px wide
- 12 column (use span syntax from Bootstrap 2.3.2, e.g. class="span3")
- Gutters/Margins: 30px (desktop)
- Sidebar width: 3 column (can’t modify w/out a subtheme, hard-coded into page template)

Breakpoints

- 1200px
- 980px
- 768px
- 480px
- 320px

Media Query Code to Use

```
@media (max-width: 1199px) {}
@media (max-width: 979px) {}
@media (max-width: 767px) {}
@media (max-width: 480px) {}
@media (max-width: 320px) {}
/* that awkward period before both sidebars drop */
@media (max-width: 979px) and (min-width: 768px) {}
```

Features and Limitations to Note

- Responsive main menu only exists as horizontal menu below site title
- Search should remain in top right of header (in Search Box region), as it will receive responsive styling to drop into the main menu on mobile
- Stanford-branded themes have theme options to support approved site title lockups to match guidelines for school and department signatures (see Identity Toolkit)
- By default, responsive regions behave in a set manner, with first sidebar on top of content and second sidebar below content in mobile (see DOM order of regions)
- The Stanford brand bars should not be modified at any time

Sitebuilding Tactics
● Place blocks into responsive regions, using core blocks system or **Context module**
● Use **Block Class module** to add custom span widths to blocks to create custom layouts

**Themes List**
● Open Framework (base theme)
● Stanford Framework (base theme with Stanford identity, based on OFW) *
● Stanford Wilbur (subtheme, based on SUFW) *
● Stanford Jordan (subtheme, based on SUFW) *
● **Stanford Light (coming soon, subtheme, based on OFW)**
* Includes Stanford branding and identity. For official department use only. See terms of use.

**Links**
● Theme documentation: [http://openframework.stanford.edu](http://openframework.stanford.edu)
● To demo all our themes: [http://drupalthemes.stanford.edu](http://drupalthemes.stanford.edu)
● Introduction to our themes: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2sMIxu-fQ4](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2sMIxu-fQ4)
● Site building with our themes: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IlqcR30wuY](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IlqcR30wuY)

**Maintainers**
● Megan Miller, Web Designer, Stanford Web Services – [meganem@stanford.edu](mailto:meganem@stanford.edu)
● Brian Young, Web Designer & Developer, Documentation Design & Development – [brianyoung@stanford.edu](mailto:brianyoung@stanford.edu)